Double-Sided Pole Banner

How to Measure

Top 5” of banner area consists of top pole pocket
- 1” top seam
- 3” open pocket
- 1” bottom seam

Bottom 5” consists of bottom pole pocket

Total banner height: 48”

Total banner width: 24”

*Example banner size 2’x4’. Your actual banner size may vary.

For any questions, please call 320-965-9300 or email us at service@banners.com

POLE BANNER MATERIAL

All pole banners are printed on high quality 13 oz. scrim vinyl banner material. The scrim vinyl is a woven fiber inside the material that gives the banner extra strength. Vinyl banners are digitally printed in full color. Double Sided Banners are two separate banners that are hemmed and put together back to back. They are adhered using heat and grommets are placed to secure the banner to the hardware.

Pole Banners can be used Indoors or Outdoors

Double-Sided Pole Banner

Your Source for Quality Banners and Signs
HARDWARE OPTIONS

STANDARD
Our Standard Bracket System is used indoors or outdoors. It is more commonly used for short term events where banners are switched out often. The arm brackets are stationary and are not designed to flex.

HOW TO INSTALL HARDWARE
1) INSERT POLE 2) LOCK POLE 3) UNLOCK STRAP 4) SECURE BRACKET 5) LOCK STRAP

SCAN FOR ADDITIONAL WAYS TO INSTALL STANDARD instructional video

WIND DEFLECTING
Our Wind Deflecting Bracket System is the best choice for long term outdoor applications. Arms and springs of brackets are engineered to properly disperse wind load by flexing with strong winds. It is worth the extra cost of this bracket to increase the longevity of your banner.

HOW TO INSTALL HARDWARE
1) INSERT POLE 2) LOCK POLE 3) UNLOCK STRAP 4) SECURE BRACKET 5) LOCK STRAP

SCAN FOR ADDITIONAL WAYS TO INSTALL WIND DEFLECTING instructional video

WE SELL POLE BANNER HARDWARE TOO! If you need additional hardware or need to replace your pole banner hardware, we can help! Check out our options below.